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STRANGE MESONSSTRANGE MESONSSTRANGE MESONSSTRANGE MESONS
(S = ±1, C = B = 0)(S = ±1, C = B = 0)(S = ±1, C = B = 0)(S = ±1, C = B = 0)

K+ = us , K0 = ds, K0 = d s, K! = u s, similarly for K"’s

K±K±
K±K± I (JP ) = 1

2 (0!)

Mass m = 493.677 ± 0.016 MeV [a] (S = 2.8)
Mean life ! = (1.2380 ± 0.0021) " 10!8 s (S = 1.9)

c! = 3.712 m

Slope parameter gSlope parameter gSlope parameter gSlope parameter g [b]

(See Particle Listings for quadratic coe!cients and alternative parametrization re-
lated to "" scattering)

K± # "±"+"! g = !0.21134 ± 0.00017
(g+ ! g!) / (g+ + g!) = (!1.5 ± 2.2) " 10!4

K± # "±"0"0 g = 0.626 ± 0.007
(g+ ! g!) / (g+ + g!) = (1.8 ± 1.8) " 10!4

K± decay form factorsK± decay form factorsK± decay form factorsK± decay form factors [c,d]

Assuming µ-e universality

#+(K+
µ3) = #+(K+

e3) = (2.97 ± 0.05) " 10!2

#0(K
+
µ3) = (1.95 ± 0.12) " 10!2

Not assuming µ-e universality

#+(K+
e3) = (2.98 ± 0.05) " 10!2

#+(K+
µ3) = (2.96 ± 0.17) " 10!2

#0(K
+
µ3) = (1.96 ± 0.13) " 10!2

Ke3 form factor quadratic fit

#’+ (K±
e3) linear coe". = (2.49 ± 0.17) " 10!2

###+(K±
e3) quadratic coe". = (0.19 ± 0.09) " 10!2

K+
e3

!

!fS/f+
!

! = (!0.3+0.8
!0.7) " 10!2

K+
e3

!

!fT /f+
!

! = (!1.2 ± 2.3) " 10!2

K+
µ3

!

!fS/f+
!

! = (0.2 ± 0.6) " 10!2

K+
µ3

!

!fT /f+
!

! = (!0.1 ± 0.7) " 10!2

K+ # e+ $e %
!

!FA + FV

!

! = 0.133 ± 0.008 (S = 1.3)
K+ # µ+ $µ %

!

!FA + FV

!

! = 0.165 ± 0.013
K+ # e+ $e %

!

!FA ! FV

!

! < 0.49
K+ # µ+ $µ %

!

!FA ! FV

!

! = !0.24 to 0.04, CL = 90%
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the lightest hadron containing strange quark

- K meson -

mass 493.677(16) MeV ex) ~1000 times heavier
than electron

lifetime ~ 12 nsec ex) ~1/200 times shorter
than muon

strange
quark

Negative charged Kaon

anti-Kaon : K

Kaon

For charged kaon :



K - Nucleus strong interaction
at low energy

K- Nucleus



K - Nucl. interaction at low energy?
Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) becomes non-perturbative at low energy
➡ impossible to use perturbative methods
➡ (approximative) symmetries are good guidelines to understand the hadron dynamics

Why

quark mass [MeV] symmetrysymmetry
up ~ 2 chiral 

symmetry
quark mass

zero limitdown ~ 5
chiral 

symmetry
quark mass

zero limit

strange ~ 100 intermediateintermediate
charm ~ 1,300 heavy-quark 

symmetry
quark mass

infinitybottom ~ 4,200
heavy-quark 

symmetry
quark mass

infinity

top ~ 170,000 weak decay w/o forming hadronsweak decay w/o forming hadrons

➡ “K--Nucl.” systems are suitable testing 
grounds for investigating the interplay 
between spontaneous and explicit 
chiral symmetry breaking.

K- p

Strongly attractive!

✓ Dense matter : higher density beyond normal nuclear-
matter density?

✓ Neutron star : Kaon is a strong candidate of hadrons
composing inside of neutron star.

✓ Origin of mass : the in-medium mass modification effect 
as a function of matter density?

D
ensity([1/fm

3]�

Phys. Lett. B587, 167 (2004)

Deeply bound K- cluster

( K- is the lightest hadron containing strange quark. )

~3 times higher than the normal nuclear density!
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Deeply bound K- cluster

( K- is the lightest hadron containing strange quark. )

~3 times higher than the normal nuclear density!

Depending on how much of 
K-nucl. potential depth 

Deep or Shallow ?



How do we study the

Kaon low-energy scattering experiment
is difficult due to the short lifetime (~12 nsec)

Kaon-nucleus bound states

K - Nucl. interaction at low energy?



Coulomb bound state
- Kaonic atom -



electron
e-

p

K-

Hydrogen

n = 1
principal quantum number



e-

p

K-

n ~ sqrt(M*/me) ~ 25
(M* : K-p reduced mass ~ 323 MeV)

principal quantum number

1) Initial capture
electron

e-
Kaonic atom



p

X-rays

K-

2) Cascade

Kaonic atom



p
n = 1K-

3) Strong interaction

Kaonic atom



e-

pK-

π

Λ

4) nuclear absorption



How we observe
the strong interaction ?



K-atom x-ray spectroscopy
Z = 1 (Kaonic hydrogen)

2p

1s (only Coulomb)

1s
Shift : ΔE1s

Width : Γ1s due to
strong int.

Nuclear absorption

2p-1s X-ray

measure

(~ 6 keV)

ΔE1s = EXexp - EXEM



Data & a theory for Z ≥ 2 K-atom
Shift and width for last orbit

SU(3) Chiral Unitary Model

Width

Shift

S.Hirenzaki, Y.Okumura, 
H.Toki, E.Oset, and A.Ramos
Phys. Rev. C 61 055205 (2000)

Plot w/error bar
 ... experimental data

Solid line 
 ... a theoretical calc.



Two theoretical approaches



approach Phenomenological Fundamental

model
Density-dependent 
optical potential SU(3) chiral unitary

model

exp. data
vs

calc. results

40% C.J. Batty et al. IPhysics Reports 287 (1997) 385445 

Kaonic atoms 
lo4 
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Fig. IT. Shift and width values for kaonic atoms. The continuous lines join points calculated with the 
potential discussed in Section 4.2. 

best-fit optical 

Ref. [44]. For ease of reference, the complete data set listed in [44] will be referred to as ALL. 
The data set with 180 and 98Mo omitted will be denoted LESS, whilst the measurements for the 
two isotope pairs 160-180 and 92Mo-98Mo will be referred to as ISO. 
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Two theoretical approaches

Both are well fitted and reproduced !

1.2. K!-NUCLEUS STRONG INTERACTION 3

1.2 K!-nucleus strong interaction

The measurement of the strong interaction shift and width is a unique method to
precisely determine theK!-nucleus strong interaction at low-energy limit. Therefore
many X-ray measurements have been performed to accumulate the various target
data from hydrogen to uranium.

In the 1970’s, Seki and Wiegand [16] analyzed the available kaonic atom data
with a simple optical potential which was characterized by an “e!ective” kaon-
nucleon scattering length. Then Batty [33] obtained an attractive phenomenological
optical potential and an “e!ective” kaon-nucleon scattering length by fitting the
experimental data of atomic number Z > 2. The simple optical potential is written:

V = !2!

µ

!
1 +

µ

m

"
[ae!K!p"p(r) + ae!K!n"n(r)], (1.2)

where µ is the kaon-nucleus reduced mass, m is the nucleon mass, "p(r) and "n(r)
are the proton and neutron density distributions, and ae!K!p, a

e!
K!n are complex “ef-

fective” scattering lengths. Assuming the same density distributions of proton and
neutron, the potential can be written:

V = !2!

µ

!
1 +

µ

m

"
ā"(r), (1.3)

where "(r) is the nucleon density distribution and ā is an average complex “e!ective”
kaon-nucleon scattering length. Figure 1.1 shows Batty’s fit of the strong-interaction
shifts and widths of kaonic atoms. Note that the minus sign of the shift and the
log scale of the vertical axis. Batty obtained ā = 0.34 + i0.84 fm, which means the
K!-nuclues optical potential is attractive.

TheK!-nucleus optical potential is attractive, while the measured strong-interaction
shifts of kaonic atoms are repulsive. (The “repulsive” shift means the atomic level
is shifted to “upward” and then the observed X-ray energy is “smaller” than the
Coulomb transition energy). In 1980, a theoretical explanation of this feature was
given by Delo! [34] in the framework of multiple scattering theory as formulated by
Watson [35] and by Kerman, McManus, and Thaler [36]. Delo! showed the depth of
the optical potential to be a nonlinear function of the free kaon-nucleon scattering
lengths as following

ā =
1

2

#
aK!p

1 + aK!p/bq
+

aK!n

1 + aK!n/bq

$

, (1.4)

where aK!p and aK!n are the K!p and K!n scattering lengths at threshold and
bq is a parameter related to the shape and range of the kaon-nucleon interaction.
Batty [33] showed Delo!’s model well reproduced the “e!ective” scattering length
ā with the parameter bq " 1 by using Martin’s free scattering lengths [37].

Presently, the sign change of the real part of e!ective scattering length is un-
derstood by a density dependent interpretation. There have been two controversial

4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Fit of strong interaction shifts and widths of available kaonic atoms
(Z > 2) [33]. n is the principal quantum number. Note that the minus sign of the
shift and the log scale of the vertical axis.

analyses of the K!-nucleus potential. One is a relatively “deep” density-dependent
optical potential with nuclear-matter depth ReV (!0) ! "(150"200) MeV obtained
by phenomenological fits [18, 19, 38] (!0 = 0.16 fm!3 is the normal nuclear mat-
ter density). The phenomenological potential is expressed by replacing a with a
density-dependent term as follows:

a # a0 + A0[!(r)/!(0)]
!, (1.5)

where a0 is the free K!-nucleon value, which is fixed to be "0.15 ± i0.62 fm, and
A0 and " are fit parameters. When " is positive, the additional term vanishes as
the density goes to zero. Thus the sign changes around the surface of the nuclear
matter while keeping the (deep) attractive optical potential inside.

The other analysis is a “shallow” potential with ReV (!0) ! "(40 " 60) MeV
obtained by a chiral unitary model [39–41]. The chiral unitary model gives a
parametrized K! self energy, which is obtained from the interaction of K! with pro-
tons and neutrons in symmetric nuclear matter at K! threshold (k0 = mK ,#k = 0),
as follows:

!K(k, !) = "4$(1 + µ/m)aeff (!)!, (1.6)

where aeff is e"ective scattering length, !(#pF ) = (2/3$2)|#pF |3 and #pF is the Fermi
momentum. Figure 1.2 shows the density-dependent aeff results of chiral unitary
model. The real part of aeff changes its sign from negative to positive (repulsive to
attractive) around the zero density. In addition, the results are similar to Batty’s
phenomenological fit results [33] at ! ! !0/4.

Both analyses are in good agreement with the available kaonic atom data (Z >
2), except for oxygen. The deep-or-shallow problem is still an open question.

the kaonic atom data are also reproduced well by the chiral
unitary model, as we will see later on, it seems that the
strong shifts and widths of the kaonic atoms are mainly de-
termined by the optical potential strength at a certain nuclear
density, !"!0/4. This was the case of pionic atoms #15$
although the effective densities felt by the pions were differ-
ent.
We would like to mention other density dependent scat-

tering lengths obtained by the phenomenological fit of #16$.
One of their results can be written as

ae f f%!&!%"0.15#0.62i &#%1.66"0.04i &#!/!0$0.24 #fm$ .
%4&

The real part of this effective scattering length also changes
its sign and provides an attractive interaction in the nuclear
medium. However, the real part depends on the density much
more strongly than our results and gives Re ae f f(!0)
!1.51 #fm$ . On the other hand, the density dependence of
the imaginary part is rather flat and the strength is similar to
our results.

III. KAONIC ATOM STRUCTURE

We study the properties of kaonic bound states by solving
the Klein-Gordon equation

#"'! 2#(2#2(Vopt%r &$)%r! &!#E"VCoul%r &$2)%r! &.
%5&

Here, ( is the kaon-nucleus reduced mass and VCoul(r) is
the Coulomb potential with a finite nuclear size:

VCoul%r &!"e2! !p%r!&

"r!"r!!"
d3r!, %6&

where !p(r) is the proton density distribution. We take the
Woods-Saxon form for the density and keep the shapes of
neutron and proton density distributions the same:

!%r &!!n%r &#!p%r &!
!0

1#exp#%r"R &/a$
, %7&

where we use R!1.18A1/3"0.48 #fm$ and a!0.5 #fm$ with
A the nuclear mass number.
The kaon-nucleus optical potential is related to the kaon

self-energy in nuclear matter as *K!2(Vopt . We use the
optical potential in a finite nucleus. In coordinate space this
is accomplished by means of the local density approximation
%LDA&, where ! of nuclear matter is substituted by !(r) of
the nucleus. This procedure is exact for the lowest order term
in the density of the S-wave self-energy and arguments were
given in #17$ for the accuracy of the LDA in higher orders.
At the same time the translation code from nuclear matter to
finite nuclei for P waves was also given. Thus, we have

2(Vopt%r &!"4+,ae f f%!&!%r &, %8&

with the effective scattering length ae f f and , defined in
Sec. II.

We solve the Klein-Gordon equation numerically follow-
ing the method of Oset and Salcedo #18$. The applications of
the method to the pionic atom studies were reported in detail
in Ref. #19$.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show here the numerical results on kaonic atoms with
the optical potential obtained from the local density approxi-
mation using the chiral unitary selfenergy at various nuclear
matter densities. We show in Fig. 3 the energy shifts and
widths for several kaonic atoms in comparison with data.
The calculated results agree with the experimental data well.
The quality of the agreement is as good as the phenomeno-
logical potentials. We note, here, that the theoretical model
does not contain any free parameter to reproduce the data.
The energy levels for atomic kaonic states in O and Ca

are shown in Fig. 4, where the results of the chiral model and
those of the phenomenological model #Eq. %4&$ are com-
pared. We can see that the results obtained with both poten-
tials are very similar. We find that the deep atomic states
such as 1s in 40Ca, still unobserved, appear with narrower
widths than the separation between levels and are predicted
to be quasistable states. Similar results to those of the phe-
nomenological potential shown in Fig. 4 were reported by
Friedman and Gal #21$.
In Fig. 5, we show the energy levels including the shallow

atomic and the deep nuclear kaonic states of Ca using the
chiral unitary model potential. The shallow atomic states are
shown by dashed bars. The deep nuclear ones are shown by

FIG. 3. The calculated energy shifts and widths are shown as
functions of the nucleus atomic number for 2p , 3d , and 4 f kaonic
atom states. Experimental data are also shown #20$.

CHIRAL UNITARY MODEL FOR THE KAONIC ATOM PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 055205
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However...



approach Phenomenological Fundamental

model
Density-dependent 
optical potential SU(3) chiral unitary

model

potential 
depth

deep
(-VReal = 150 ~ 200 MeV)

shallow
(-VReal = 40 ~ 60 MeV)

Two theoretical approaches
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the nucleus. This procedure is exact for the lowest order term
in the density of the S-wave self-energy and arguments were
given in #17$ for the accuracy of the LDA in higher orders.
At the same time the translation code from nuclear matter to
finite nuclei for P waves was also given. Thus, we have

2(Vopt%r &!"4+,ae f f%!&!%r &, %8&

with the effective scattering length ae f f and , defined in
Sec. II.

We solve the Klein-Gordon equation numerically follow-
ing the method of Oset and Salcedo #18$. The applications of
the method to the pionic atom studies were reported in detail
in Ref. #19$.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show here the numerical results on kaonic atoms with
the optical potential obtained from the local density approxi-
mation using the chiral unitary selfenergy at various nuclear
matter densities. We show in Fig. 3 the energy shifts and
widths for several kaonic atoms in comparison with data.
The calculated results agree with the experimental data well.
The quality of the agreement is as good as the phenomeno-
logical potentials. We note, here, that the theoretical model
does not contain any free parameter to reproduce the data.
The energy levels for atomic kaonic states in O and Ca

are shown in Fig. 4, where the results of the chiral model and
those of the phenomenological model #Eq. %4&$ are com-
pared. We can see that the results obtained with both poten-
tials are very similar. We find that the deep atomic states
such as 1s in 40Ca, still unobserved, appear with narrower
widths than the separation between levels and are predicted
to be quasistable states. Similar results to those of the phe-
nomenological potential shown in Fig. 4 were reported by
Friedman and Gal #21$.
In Fig. 5, we show the energy levels including the shallow

atomic and the deep nuclear kaonic states of Ca using the
chiral unitary model potential. The shallow atomic states are
shown by dashed bars. The deep nuclear ones are shown by

FIG. 3. The calculated energy shifts and widths are shown as
functions of the nucleus atomic number for 2p , 3d , and 4 f kaonic
atom states. Experimental data are also shown #20$.
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predicts deeply bound K- clusters
(high density matter like neutron star)

Open problem !
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- Kaonic He atom case (for 6 keV x-rays) -
TheoriesExperiments
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@KEK 
(Japan)
in 2007

3He4He

Experiments vs. Theories

Y. Akaishi, in: Proceedings for EXA05, Austrian 
Academy of Sciences Press, Vienna, 2005, p. 45.

phenomenological fundamental
| Shift | << 0.2 eV

@DAFNE (Italy)
in 2009-2011

| Shift | <~ 10 eV

3He

shallow deep

using conventional Si detector
having ~ 200 eV(FWHM) resolution

need a breakthrough
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Next-generation
K-atom experiment



spherically bent Bragg crystal

ultimate energy resolution

position & energy resolution

� background reduction
by analysis of hit pattern

high stop density

� high    X - ray line yields

� bright X - ray source

6

Next-generation K-atom exp.

1. Crystal spectrometer 2. Microcalorimeter

-> small acceptance

pionic atom exp. : D. Gotta (Trento’06) W.B. Doriese, TES Workshop
@ ASC (Portland), Oct 8, 2012

 W.B. Doriese, TES Workshop @ ASC (Portland), October 8, 2012 
synchrotron spectroscopy    our spectrometer    results 

detector plane 
for now:  use TESs 
designed for             
5&10 keV X-rays    

 W.B. Doriese, TES Workshop @ ASC (Portland), October 8, 2012 
synchrotron spectroscopy    our spectrometer    results 

First synchrotron observations by the NIST 
microcalorimeter-spectrometer 

 

Randy Doriese, NIST (Boulder, Colorado) 

 

1) synchrotrons  and  X-ray spectroscopy 
2) NIST TES spectrometer at NSLS beamline U7A 
3) initial synchrotron spectroscopy results  1 pixel ~ 350 x 350 μm2



Why TES Microcalorimeter ?

1. High collection efficiency
• Multi device (Array)
• Large absorber

2. Compact and portable
limited beam time, then need to remove 

(at J-PARC, DAΦNE etc.)



 W.B. Doriese, TES Workshop @ ASC (Portland), October 8, 2012 
synchrotron spectroscopy    our spectrometer    results 

installed TES spectrometer 

NSLS U7A:  
soft-X-ray (200 & 800 eV) 
spectroscopy beamline. 

installed: 
late 2011 

NIST TES array system

W.B. Doriese, TES Workshop @ ASC (Portland), Oct 8, 2012

• 1 pixel : 350 x 350 μm2

• 160 array : total ~ 20 mm2

• 2~3 eV (FWHM) @ 6 keV

e.g., soft-X-ray spectroscopy @ BNL

well established system!

 NIST’s standard TES

~ 200 eV (FWHM) @ 6 keV
... a typical Silicon detector

used in the previous K-atom exp.

two-order 
improved
resolution

REF: talk by Daniel Swetz (NIST)
on Wednesday in this LTD-15 conf.



J-PARC (Japan)

120 km
from Tokyo

J-PARC
@ Tokai



J-PARC (Japan)

Liniac
3-GeV

synchrotron

Neutrino beam

30-GeV
synchrotorn

Diameter 500m

Materials and Life 
science Experimental 

Facility

Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex = J-PARC

30 GeV proton beam Hadron
Experimental

Facility



J-PARC (Japan)

Liniac
3-GeV

synchrotron

Neutrino beam

30-GeV
synchrotorn

Diameter 500m

Materials and Life 
science Experimental 

Facility

Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC)

30 GeV proton beam

Target with
X-ray detectors

Kaon beam
 (~0.9 GeV/c)

30 GeV proton beam



K- beam

existing target system
for Liq. Helium 3 & 4

X-rays

a possible
Setup

Kaon beam
detectors

stop K-
in a target



NIST
TES system

a possible
Setup

stop K-
in a target

K- beam

X-rays

Kaon beam
detectors

The ADR exterior drawing was provided by HPD.
For details on fabrication, ask at the HPD booth.



Be
window

1.3 K

TES
arrayHelium 3 & 4

Target cell

K-atom
x-ray

80 K
60 K

3 K
Al

3He+4He
1.3 K

HPD
ADR

Bellows

In seal

Cu

Side view (from downstream)

(~100 ml, 1.3 K)

by S. Ishimoto

K- beam



well separated from
“Compton scattered X-rays”

and “Fe Ka energy”.

Both have been serious problems
in the prev. experiments.
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A simple simulation
Top view

TES

Liq. He (~ 0.1 L)

6cm
K- beam

K-4He x-rays from Liq. 4He

Fe Kα
(e.g., due to Fe

material
contamination)

TES : 5eV FWHM
 (Bi 20 mm2, 5 um thick)

Silicon Drift Detector(SDD) :
190 eV FWHM
 (Si 100 mm2, 400um thick)

Compton 
scattered

X-rays

w/ GEANT4
by H. Tatsuno



Rough estimation of stat. accuracy

K-4He Kα
events

detector
resolution
(FWHM)

stat. accuracy
 of determining 
the central value 
of 6 keV

KEK-E570
with SDD 1500 events 190 eV 2 eV

= 190 / 2.35 / sqrt(1500)

TES
Microcalorimeter

100 events
(~ 4-day beam)

2 eV 0.09 eV
TES

Microcalorimeter
100 events
(~ 4-day beam) 3 eV 0.13 eV

= 3 / 2.35 / sqrt(100)

TES
Microcalorimeter

100 events
(~ 4-day beam)

4 eV 0.17 eV
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WEIGHTED AVERAGE
493.677±0.013 (Error scaled by 2.4)

Values above of weighted average, error,
and scale factor are based upon the data in
this ideogram only.  They are not neces-
sarily the same as our ‘best’ values,
obtained from a least-squares constrained fit
utilizing measurements of other (related)
quantities as additional information.

BACKENSTO... 73 CNTR 0.1
CHENG 75 CNTR 1.0
BARKOV 79 EMUL 0.1
LUM 81 CNTR 0.5
GALL 88 CNTR 13.6
DENISOV 91 CNTR 7.7

χ
2

      22.9
(Confidence Level  0.001)

493.55 493.6 493.65 493.7 493.75 493.8 493.85

m
K± (MeV)

mK+ ! mK!mK+ ! mK!mK+ ! mK!mK+ ! mK!

Test of CPT.

VALUE (MeV) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG

!0.032±0.090!0.032±0.090!0.032±0.090!0.032±0.090 1.5M 4 FORD 72 ASPK ±
4 FORD 72 uses m

!+ ! m
!! = +28 ± 70 keV.

K± MEAN LIFEK± MEAN LIFEK± MEAN LIFEK± MEAN LIFE

VALUE (10!8 s) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG COMMENT

1.2385±0.0024 OUR FIT1.2385±0.0024 OUR FIT1.2385±0.0024 OUR FIT1.2385±0.0024 OUR FIT Error includes scale factor of 2.0.
1.2385±0.0025 OUR AVERAGE1.2385±0.0025 OUR AVERAGE1.2385±0.0025 OUR AVERAGE1.2385±0.0025 OUR AVERAGE Error includes scale factor of 2.1. See the ideogram
below.
1.2451±0.0030 250k KOPTEV 95 CNTR K at rest, U tar-

get
1.2368±0.0041 150k KOPTEV 95 CNTR K at rest, Cu

target
1.2380±0.0016 3M OTT 71 CNTR + K at rest
1.2272±0.0036 LOBKOWICZ 69 CNTR + K in flight
1.2443±0.0038 FITCH 65B CNTR + K at rest

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

1.2415±0.0024 400k 5 KOPTEV 95 CNTR K at rest
1.221 ±0.011 FORD 67 CNTR ±
1.231 ±0.011 BOYARSKI 62 CNTR +

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 2 Created: 6/7/2007 11:39

Most recent 
two experiments

CPb, W

Difference
60 keV

7 [keV]
11 [keV]

Error :
• K-12C 5→4 x-ray : 10.2 keV
• 2000 events & ΔE=5eV(FWHM)
➡ ΔE (x-ray energy) ~ ± 0.05 eV
➡ Δm (K-mass) ~ ± 2.5 keV

size of
error bar

~ 2.5 keV

Rough estimation

Kaon mass is essential to determine the strong- 
interaction shift with 0.1-eV order of magnitude.

( Δm = 16 keV -->  EM value for K-He Lα = 0.15eV )
( Δm = 2.5 keV -->  EM value for K-He Lα = 0.03eV )

most fundamental quantity

Charged Kaon mass 
measurement with TES

±0.016 (Error scaled by 2.8)
13 keV



strong-interaction study
the most tightly bound energy levels that are 

the most perturbed by the strong force

Kaon mass
the higher orbit having almost

no influence on the strong interaction

Small n

Large n

nucleus
K-

K-

Summary of Kaonic atom study



Rough yield estimation

-> reasonable beam time

very preliminary

Acceptance 
(including x-ray 

attenuation)

Number of 
stopped 

kaon

Absolute 
x-ray 
yield / 

stopped K

Time X-ray counts

prev. experiment
( KEK-PS

E570 2nd cycle  )

prev. experiment
( KEK-PS

E570 2nd cycle  )
0.126% / 
7SDDs

~300/spill 
(2sec) ~8% 272 hours

1700 w/o cuts 
(including trigger 
condition ~40%)

TES
J-PARC 
(30kW)

He 0.024%
~300?/spill 

(2sec)
duty ~45%

~8% ~ 4 days 130

TES
J-PARC 
(30kW)

C ~0.01%
self attenuation

~2000?/spill 
(2sec)

duty ~45%
~17% ~ 1 weeks 2500



Summary



Summary
๏ next-generation K-atom exp. with NIST TES array having great 
performance of 2~3 eV (FWHM) resolution @ 6keV

๏ open new door to investigate K-nucleus strong interaction

๏ has potential to resolve a long-standing “deep” or “shallow” problem 
of the K-atom optical potential depth

๏ provide new accurate charged kaon mass value (being also essential to 
determine the energy shift of K-4He atom)

๏ future perspective
‣ 2013 : test experiment without beam (evaluation of basic performance)
‣ 2014 : test experiment with beam and preparation of LoI / proposal
‣ 2015 or later : the first experiment


